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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT    
    
Satisfying customers need has become an inevitable phenomenon for businesses to survive in this high 
competitive era. The persistent complaints of waiting queue by customers have continuously posed a threat 
to call centres globally. Call centres are an important function of most companies’ day to day business 
activities. They are often the link between a company and its customers and hugely impact the customer’s 
perspective or point of view of a company. The queue experienced by customers at call centres is 
increasingly becoming alarming as many customers are irritated by the long time spent on the queue before 
their calls are been answered. It is imperative that an investigation be carried out into what criteria are been 
used to route calls to any particular call centre agent at any given time and how average handling time 
influences waiting queues at call centres. It is important to conduct a comparative analysis to evaluate 
existing routing rules for waiting time rules to determine the optimal among the waiting time rule. This study 
used a collection of java programs to simulate existing rule for waiting time routing rules. The JAVA 
program evaluator evaluates each of the waiting time routing rules using the call canter’s raw data, collected 
from the data logging system of Global  Communications, one of the biggest telecommunication company 
in Nigeria.  The study simulated four rules, Java program were developed for each of the four routing rules 
since their procedure varies from one another. The result from our simulation was able to determine the 
optimal rule among the existing waiting time routing rules.  
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1.  1.  1.  1.  INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION     
 
From time immemorial, the most distinctive zeal of professional managers is the ability to achieve high 
productivity level with emphasis on enhancing customer satisfaction with a view to making profit for the 
business in the long run. Businesses create value through product offerings or service delivery to their 
customers. And for customers to have access to these product and services sometimes queue of wait in line 
to have them. It is therefore the concern of every company management to render prompt delivery of 
service, eliminate waiting queue and give value for money so as to ensure customer satisfaction and loyalty.  
 
Call centre can be defined as any group whose business is talking to customers or prospects through eh 
telephone. According to Brizola et al (2001), a call centre is a system that offers complete management of 
all communication channels between a business and its customers, optimizing polices, eliminating 
duplicated work and making better use of time. The call centre service has grown a great deal with its 
application in all sectors of the economy. It serves as a primary contact between businesses and clients. But 
in recent times, customers waiting for so long in order to lodge a complaint or make an enquiry have 
become a worrisome phenomenon in the call centres especially in telecommunications.  
 
In contemporary society, satisfying customers need has become a phenomenon seen to be highly inevitable 
for business that wants to survive in this era of high competition amidst the global financial crisis. A 
customer’s experience during a service encounter consist of two parts namely: the time spent waiting for the 
service and the service itself. Call centres give priority to the two criteria with emphasis on one more than 
the other. Those that place more emphasis on time spent waiting for the service are more concerned with 
reducing the average time involved in handling a call while those that are concerned with the service itself 
aims at effective resolution of customer issues. This paper focuses on the spent on queue and techniques to 
reduce waiting time on  queue by customers in call centers.  Armony (2005) says for a call centre to reduce 
waiting lines with emphasis on the reduction of time spent, its best to route calls to agents who can handle 
customer issues the fastest, sometimes even holding a call in queue to wait for that agent than routing the 
call to a slower agent. This might lead to further increase in congestion, repeat calls from unreceptive issues 
and undue burden on some agents.  
 
The Nigerian telecommunications industry is a rapidly growing sector with subscriber base running into 
millions, and the existence of waiting queue is a common feature of call centres. Consequently customers 
experience unpleasant waiting in queue develop a negative perception and attitude to a firm’s service which 
may affect the long-term success or prosperity of such firms.  In this work, we explore strategies for routing 
multiple types of calls to a large group of agents, where these assignments are made dynamically based on 
the specific attributes of the agents and/or the current state of the system. We used data from a 
telecommunication organisation in Nigeria to conduct simulation on existing waiting time oriented routing 
rules; the purpose is to determine the routing rule with optimal solution.  We believe that this study will 
make several important contributions to the call centre operations management regarding reduction of 
queues.  
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2.2.2.2.    RELATED LITERATURERELATED LITERATURERELATED LITERATURERELATED LITERATURE    
 
Enyioko, (2016), defined a queueing system as a birth-death process with a population consisting of 
customers either waiting for services or currently in service. A birth occurs when a customer arrives at the 
service facilities. A death occurs when a customer departs from the facility. The state of the system is the 
number of customers in the facilities.  A queue is a situation whereby customers wait in line to be attended 
to. Sharma (2009) defines it “as any place where a customer (human beings or physical entities) that 
requires service is made to wait due to the fact that the number of customers exceeds the number of service 
facilities or when service facilities do not work efficiently and take more time than prescribed to serve a 
customer.  From the above, it can be deduced that queues arise as a result of either customers exceeding 
the number of service facilities or service facilities not functioning efficiently where there is a queue, there is 
a queuing system. Queuing system is a set of customers, set of service and an order which customers arrive 
and are rendered service to (Enyioko,    2016). Queuing systems are characterized by five components 
namely: - The arrival pattern of customers, the service pattern, the number of servers, the capacity of the 
facility to hold customers and the order in which customers are served.   
 
Enyioko    (2016) explained the five components as follows:-  
a. Arrival Patterns:Arrival Patterns:Arrival Patterns:Arrival Patterns:----This is the time between successive customer arrivals to the service facility. It may 

be deterministic or probabilistic and do they arrive in batches or single.  
b. Service Patterns:Service Patterns:Service Patterns:Service Patterns:---- This is the time required by one server to serve one customer.  
c. Number of Servers:Number of Servers:Number of Servers:Number of Servers:---- This is the number of servers available to serve customers. It could be single 

or multiple. 
d. Capacity of Facility:Capacity of Facility:Capacity of Facility:Capacity of Facility:---- This is the maximum number of customers both in service and those in the 

queue permitted in the service facility at the same time. The system capacity can be finite, with a 
limit or infinite without limit.  

e. Queue Discipline:Queue Discipline:Queue Discipline:Queue Discipline:---- This is the order in which customers are served. It could be first-in, first out or 
last-in, first out or on priority basis.  

 
There are two approaches to mathematical analysis of a queuing system:  
1. Analytical modelAnalytical modelAnalytical modelAnalytical model. The behaviour of all elements in the queue is described by system of (differential) 

equations.  
2. SimSimSimSimulation modelulation modelulation modelulation model. The behaviour and relations among elements of the queue is modelled by 

computer program.  In both analytical and simulation model there are four major elements of any 
queuing situation which must be considered: arrivals, services, number of servers, capacity of facility 
and queue discipline (Parson, 2016). 

    
2.2.2.2.1111    The concept ofThe concept ofThe concept ofThe concept of    Call Centres Call Centres Call Centres Call Centres     
Various attempts have been made by several authors and organizations to find a comprehensive and 
universally accepted definition for the term call centre. Each group defining it as it appears to her. The 
following are source of such definitions:-  Brizola et al (2001), a call centre is a system that offers complete 
management of all communication channels between a business and its customers, optimizing process, 
eliminating duplicated work and making better use of time. A call center can also be perceive as a 
centralized office used for the purpose of receiving and transmitting a large volume of request by telephone. 
Avramidis et al (2004) defines it as a set of resources (communication equipment, employees, computers 
etc.) which enable the delivery of services via the telephone. From the above, it can be seen that call centres 
are limits that manages an organization communication system. Call centres are known by a variety of 
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names namely: contract centre, customer service centre, customer interaction centre, customer service point 
etc.  
2.2.2.2.2222    Customer Satisfaction and Waiting TimeCustomer Satisfaction and Waiting TimeCustomer Satisfaction and Waiting TimeCustomer Satisfaction and Waiting Time    
Customer satisfaction has been defined as the difference between the customer’s perceptions of the 
experience and his or her expectations, which is many times based on past experience. Although it is 
possible to manage and decrease actual waiting time and to some extent to manage customer expectations 
about customer satisfaction, managing the customer’s perception of the queuing experience can be the vital 
element in satisfaction with the service interaction. The measurement of customer satisfaction as it relates to 
waiting time is highly qualitative and subjective, and the relationship is generally inverse in nature (i.e., in 
general, as waiting time decreases, satisfaction increases). This relationship was further expanded by Maister 
who, in 1985, postulated that satisfaction is dependent on customer perception and customer expectation. 
Armory and Maglaras (2004) observed that Customers in a call service center experiences real time delay as 
a result of queue and call back delay. This metrics affect customer’s perception of the product or service 
and this impact on customer’s loyalty. The study deployed Probabilistic choice model and the dynamics of 
the system are modeled as an M/M/N multiclass system. The result from their study indicated that as the 
number of agent’s increases, the system’s load approaches its maximum processing capacity.  
    
2.2.2.2.2.12.12.12.1    Service timesService timesService timesService times    
Brown et al. (2005) find the lognormal provides an excellent fit to data, especially after excluding short 
service times. The excellent fit of the lognormal was also present after conditioning: for all types and 
priorities of customers, for individual agents, for different days of the week, and for all times of the day. A 
positive implication is that one can apply standard estimation techniques to relate (regress) log (service time) 
to various covariates, i.e., observed information, with obvious modelling benefits. Garcia et al (2012) noted 
that as time spent on queue at the call centers increases, it becomes unacceptable for customers, and this 
affect their satisfaction level. The researchers conducted a survey using Univariate Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) to determine customer’s perception of their wait experience at call centers. From the result 
obtained the researchers noted that though the time spent on the queue waiting can lead to customer 
dissatisfaction. Nevertheless it is not as important as the agent’s ability. 
    
2.2.2.2.3333    Routing Techniques in a Call Centre Routing Techniques in a Call Centre Routing Techniques in a Call Centre Routing Techniques in a Call Centre     
Call routing is the sequence of path taken to convey a customer’s call to a service agent. Call routing also 
known as call distribution relates to a set of rules which are applied to isolate the most appropriate resource 
for a specific call. Call routing is experience by the customer as being guided through a decision tree (Kook 
2007). By progressing through that tree the system provides information to and collects user inputs from the 
caller. The corresponding realization is often referred to as routing path. However having reached the leaf 
of the decision tree, the collected information is considered as being sufficiently complete and call 
distribution takes over to determine the most appropriate agent based on agent properties, user input and 
system load to route the call.  
 
All routing techniques used in call distribution follows a baseline routing rule which serves as a benchmark 
for routing calls (Methrotra, 2012). The benchmark routing rule usually followed is the first-come, first 
serve or longest wait rule. Here the rule states that the first customer to arrive on a queue or the customer 
that has waited the longest on the queue and it follows the sequence until all calls are attended to. The 
FCFS/LW is the most popularly used routing rule among the waiting time rule yet the queues experienced 
in our call centers is still enormous based on customers complains. To this end this study conducted a 
comparative analysis of existing rules for waiting time routing rule using data from the data base system of a 
telecommunication organisation in Nigeria. In a bit to determine the optimal routing rule among the waiting 
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time rules for the purpose of queue reduction and low waiting time in our call center, thereby increasing 
customer satisfaction and brand loyalty. 
2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 Related Work Related Work Related Work Related Work     
Customer service call centres have obviously become a very integral part of many organisations’ business 
operations today, inbound call centres employ millions of agents across the globe and serve as a primary 
customer-facing channel for many different industries. There has also been a great deal of research interest 
in call centre operations management, with the extensive and evolving literature thoroughly analysed 
(Mehrotra et al, 2009). This study determines whether average handling time and call resolution are true 
determinants of operational success of a call centre to reduce waiting queue. It also examine whether 
emphasis should be on reducing handling time or effective call resolution.   
 
Aksin et al (2007) noted that the operational challenges from call centres provide a perspective on both 
traditional and emerging call centre management challenges and the associated academic research. They 
deployed literature review method and identified a handful of broad themes for future investigation while 
also pointing out several very specific research opportunities. Given the size of the call centre industry and 
the complexity associated with its operations, call centres have emerged as a fertile ground for academic 
research. Operations management have paid comparatively little attention to models and methods for 
managing routing. However, there are many published papers that describe call routing and resource 
allocation rules for call centres. Armory and Maglaras (2004) observed that customers in a call service 
centre experiences real time delay as a result of queue and call back delay. This metric affects customer’s 
perception of the product or service and this impact on customer’s loyalty. Probabilistic choice model was 
deployed, and the dynamics of the system are modeled as an M/M/N multiclass system. The study justifies 
that as the number of agents increases, the system’s load approaches its maximum processing capacity but 
did not consider the Average handling Time in relation to customer decision, routing rules and system 
design.  
 
Stanley et al (2008) posited that in a service base call centre, the two key challenges are (i. Where should a 
call be routed to and) (ii. Who should handle the call?) They deployed base case FIFO approach for the 
simulation to analyse performance-based routing strategies in call centres. Their work shows the potential 
for significant improvements in call centre performance especially Average Speed to Answer (ASA). This 
was achieved by using rules based on historic performance data such as Average call Handling Time (AHT) 
and first call Resolution (FCR) rates. 
 
Garcia. et al. (2012), noted that as time spent on queue at the call centres increases, it becomes 
unacceptable for customers, and this affect their satisfaction level. A study was conducted using Univariate 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to determine customer’s perception of their wait experience at call centres. 
Their result showed that though the time spent on the queue waiting can lead to customer’s dissatisfaction, 
nevertheless, it is not as important as the agent’s ability. More so, the concept of routing rules to be 
deployed for efficient call resolution rate was not emphasised. The quality of service accessibility and 
customer waiting time are dominant performance measures (Vericourt and Zhou 2005b). Hence capacity 
planning and call routing software system strive to minimize cost while achieving self imposed service level 
constraints, though considering low average time waiting in queue. Their work was motivated by the fact that 
a major European telecommunications service provider discovered that customers needed to talk to more 
than three different agents before their problems are resolved.  
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Gans et al (2003) and Aksin et al (2007), conducted study on the concept of customer waiting time on the 
queue, these researchers focused on queues, staffing and performance analysis which are input into 
personal scheduling and rostering models. Gans et al., (2010), empirically study the agent’s heterogeneity in 
Average Handling Time (AHT).  In a related study by Gong et al., (2015), they modeled a call centre as an 
M/M/S+M queue which is develop to determine the behavioural queue model in which customers arrive in 
and depart from the system based on their satisfaction with waiting time. Their model has two sectors, 
representing the feedbacks of repeat behaviour of customer and abandonment rate. The performance 
metric of abandonment is the loss of customers based on waiting time; they further explained that the 
metric of satisfaction with waiting experiences is used to build a link between staffing costs and call centre 
customer revenues. They considered a call centre model with a single class of customers made up of 
homogeneous and parallel agents, the analysis of Process-Related Metrics of Call Center. The model of the 
abandonment behavior was developed by the extension of the Erlang-A formula, which can be viewed as an 
M/M/s+M queuing system with feedback.  
 
In reducing the challenges of waiting queues experienced by customers at call centres, our model 
considered wait-time oriented routing rules. The routing rules were simulated using raw data from the call 
centre of a telecommunication organization in Nigeria. The simulation enabled a comparative analysis of 
wait-time oriented rule and the optimal routing rule is recommended to reduce wait-time in call centres and 
improve customer’s satisfaction and brand loyalty. 
    
3. 3. 3. 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGYRESEARCH METHODOLOGYRESEARCH METHODOLOGYRESEARCH METHODOLOGY    
 
The research was conducted using Global communications as a case for the study. A structured Interview 
was carried out at Global Communications call centre, Lagos in Nigeria. This was necessary for investigating 
their mode of operation and possible routing rules been adopted by the call centre. Three (3) personnel 
were interviewed at the call centre i.e. the database administrator, a call centre agent and a call centre 
Supervisor. The three personnel were interviewed because of the nature of their job description in the 
organisation and also interviewing and extracting information from them will be relevant to the study. 
Interview was also conducted at MTN Nigeria, the national radio frequency analyser manager at Lagos was 
interviewed, this is to determine the routing rule MTN Nigeria is deploying for call center operations.  The 
outcome of the interviews were relevant for the study, having understood the call centre operations, a 
further request was made for call centre data from its automated data logging system comprising of agent 
identity, calls attended to, call handling time, call status, etc. These data were used to test each of the four 
routing rules to determine their performance. A JAVA simulation program was designed for each of the 
routing rules using the data collected from Global communication. The result from the simulation gave the 
optimal rules for wait-time oriented routing rules. 
 
The data collected for this study is automated and machine generated from the Global Communications 
Call Center data logging system. Data drawn from the organization’s electronic database was for a period of 
one (1) month. This data contained information about the volume of calls received, who handled the calls 
and how they were handled. The data collected from Global communication database was limited to eight 
categories of call centre agents including: 

1. 121 call Agents 
2. General call Agents 
3. Pidgin call Agents 
4. Igbo call Agents 
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5. Hausa call Agents 
6. Premium call Agents   
7. Yoruba call Agents 
8. Sim registration call Agents 

    
3.3.3.3.1111    System DSystem DSystem DSystem Design and esign and esign and esign and AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis    
The study deployed several tools for design, Unified Modeling Language (UML), the use case diagram was 
used to describe each of the actors and their respective function in the system. Mathematical rules or 
routing rule was formulated and adapted for each of the four rules been simulated and a collection of Java 
simulation programs was used to develop four different programs for each of the routing rules. This is 
because the procedure for each of the routing rule varies from one another.  
    
3.13.13.13.1.1.1.1.1    UseUseUseUse----Case DiagramsCase DiagramsCase DiagramsCase Diagrams    
Figures 1 – 3 shows the main actors in our call centre study which comprises of the customer, call centre 
agents and the system itself. Customers essentially make specific call types to call centres to make complain 
or enquiries. The call is considered to be a new (fresh call) or a call back. On receiving the call, call centre 
agent requires the customer location and phone number for record and authentication purposes.  
 

 
Figures 1Figures 1Figures 1Figures 1: Customer actor and Attributes: Customer actor and Attributes: Customer actor and Attributes: Customer actor and Attributes    

 
Call centre agents are saddled with the responsibility of attending to customer issues. Due to the volume of 
customer calls, most call centres employ multiple agents to attend to customer inquiries and challenges. 
Every call centre agent has a unique identification number which helps managers to monitor the progress of 
each agent and for regular appraisal. Call centres have agent groups who comprises of agent with special 
trained skill set for handling specific problems ranging from device platform issues to service related issues.  
The service rates of agents are also recorded. Call centre agents are expected to observe that they are logged 
into the system and that the system is recording call data such as call date, call time, etc. 
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Figures Figures Figures Figures 2222: Call Centre Agent actor and Attr: Call Centre Agent actor and Attr: Call Centre Agent actor and Attr: Call Centre Agent actor and Attributesibutesibutesibutes    
The use case in Figure 3.3 shows the system functions as it is responsible for routing customer calls to 
available agents using predefined routing rules. These rules will be highlighted later in subsequent 
section. The system also records the handling time for each call, each call arrival rate, resolution status, 
speed of answer and other information about the calls. Which are required for computational analysis 
in order to test the viability of the routing rules.  
 

 
    

Figures 3Figures 3Figures 3Figures 3: Call Centre System Act: Call Centre System Act: Call Centre System Act: Call Centre System Actor and Attributesor and Attributesor and Attributesor and Attributes    
    
3333....2222    Model ApproachModel ApproachModel ApproachModel Approach    
In this model, we consider multiple call types (indexed by i = 1, 2 ...y) and multiple agent groups (indexed 
by j = 1, 2 ...z). Calls of type i arrive at a rate of ٨iiii. There are nj agents in group j, with njεZ+ and each agent in 
group j serves call type i with rate µij. Here we allow agents to handle only a subset of all the call types. If 
agent group j is not capable of handling call type i then µij = 0. When µij> 0 we say there is a “match” 
between call type i and agent group j. In addition, we assume independence of past history each agent of 
group j has a resolution probability for each call of type i of pijε [0, 1]. In the routing rules, Qi(t) represents 
the number of type i customers waiting for service at time t and fj(t) be the number of available agents of 
type j who are free at time t, where 0 ≤fj (t) ≤nj, for all j, t. Formally, we use the term “routing rule” to mean 
both the logic that determines to which agent group an arriving call is assigned if there are no calls in queue 
and agents from multiple groups are free as well as the logic that determines which call an agent is assigned 
to handle when he/she becomes free when calls from more than one type are in queue waiting for service. 
    
3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1    Definition Definition Definition Definition and evaluand evaluand evaluand evaluationationationation    forforforfor    waiting timewaiting timewaiting timewaiting time    Routing RuleRouting RuleRouting RuleRouting Rule    
As adapted from Mehrotra et al. (2012), our benchmark routing rule will be the First-Come-First-
Served/Longest-Wait (FCFS/LW) rule, which we specify with the rules as follows. 
 
(1)(1)(1)(1) First Come First Serve/ Longest Waiting (FCFFirst Come First Serve/ Longest Waiting (FCFFirst Come First Serve/ Longest Waiting (FCFFirst Come First Serve/ Longest Waiting (FCFS/LW):S/LW):S/LW):S/LW): When a call arrives and finds no calls of that 

type in queue and agents of one or more matching group available assigns that call to the agent who has 
been free the longest, regardless of his/her group. 

Let Qi(t) represents the number of type i customers waiting for service at time t and 
Let fj(t) be the number of available agents of type j who are free at time t,  
Where 0 ≤fj (t) ≤nj , for all j, t. 
Let Multiple call types be indexed by i = 1, 2 ...I and  
Let Multiple agent groups be indexed by j = 1, 2 ...J.  
Calls of type i arrive at a rate of ٨iiii. 
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There are nj agents in group j, with njεZ+ 

Each agent in group j serves call type i with rate µij 
/Here we allow agents to be trained to handle only a subset of all the call types/ 
If agent group j is not capable of handling call type I then µij = 0  
When µij> 0 we say there is a “match” between call type i and agent group  
In addition, we assume independent of past history each agent of group j has a resolution probability for 
each call of type i of pijε[0, 1]. 
 
When an agent of group j becomes free, assign that agent to the call that, among all matching call types, has 
been waiting the longest regardless of its type.   Similarly, if a call arrives and finds no calls of that type in 
queue and agents of one or more matching group available assigns that call to the agent who has been free 
the longest, regardless of his/her group. 
 
Below, we introduce several other routing rules whose performance we will compare to that of FCFS/LW. 
 
3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2    WaitingWaitingWaitingWaiting----Time Routing RulesTime Routing RulesTime Routing RulesTime Routing Rules    
When the system is in a state with multiple routing options – more than one idle server available from the 
point of view of an arriving customer, or more than one waiting customer available to be served from the 
point of view of a ready agent the calls are routed such that no call will go unanswered if there are matching 
agents available (Mehrotra et al 2012). 
 
(2) Fastest CaFastest CaFastest CaFastest Call First Rule (FCF): ll First Rule (FCF): ll First Rule (FCF): ll First Rule (FCF): A call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple matching 
groups are free will be routed to a matching agent group that has the highest service rate for that call type. 
Let Qi(t) represents the number of type i customers waiting for service at time t and 
Let fj(t) be the number of available agents of type j who are free at time t,  
Where 0 ≤fj (t) ≤nj , for all j, t. 
Let Multiple call types be indexed by i = 1, 2 ...I and  
Let Multiple agent groups be indexed by j = 1, 2 ...J.  
Calls of type i arrive at a rate of ٨iiii.  
There are nj agents in group j, with njεZ+ 

Each agent in group j serves call type i with rate µij 
/Here we allow agents to be trained to handle only a subset of all the call types/ 
If agent group j is not capable of handling call type I then µij= 0  
When µij> 0 we say there is a “match” between call type i and agent group  
In addition, we assume independent of past history each agent of group j has a resolution probability for 
each call of type i of pijε[0, 1]. 
When an agent of group j becomes free, select a call of type i,  
Where i = argmaxi:Qi(t)>0{µij |µij> 0}; 

/therefore an agent coming free will choose the matching call type for which he/she has the highest 
service rate/ 
If an arriving call of type i find no calls of that type waiting for service and agents of one or more matching 
group available select an agent of group j  
Where j = argmaxj:fj(t)>0{µij |µij> 0}; 

/that is, a call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple matching groups are free will 
be routed to a matching agent group that has the highest service rate for that call type 
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(3) Shortest Service Time First (SSTF):Shortest Service Time First (SSTF):Shortest Service Time First (SSTF):Shortest Service Time First (SSTF): A call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple 
matching groups are free will be routed to a matching agent group that has the relatives Shortest Service 
Time for that call type. 
 
Let Qi(t) represents the number of type i customers waiting for service at time t and 
Let fj(t) be the number of available agents of type j who are free at time t,  
Where 0 ≤fj (t) ≤nj, for all j, t. 
Let Multiple call types be indexed by i = 1, 2 ...I and  
Let Multiple agent groups be indexed by j = 1, 2 ...J.  
Calls of type i arrive at a rate of ٨iiii. 
There are nj agents in group j, with njεZ+ 

Each agent in group j serves call type i with rate µij 
/Here we allow agents to be trained to handle only a subset of all the call types/ 
If agent group j is not capable of handling call type I then µij = 0 
When µij> 0 we say there is a “match” between call type i and agent group  
In addition, we assume independent of past history each agent of group j has a resolution probability for 
each call of type i of pijε [0, 1]. 
When an agent of group j becomes free, select argmaxi:Qi(t)>0{µij −  maxk≠jµik |µij> 0} 

/that is, an agent coming free will choose the matching call type for which she has the highest 
relative service rate/ 
Similarly, if an arriving call of type i finds no calls of that type waiting for service and agents of one or more 
matching groups available, select an agent of group j,  
Where j = argmaxj:fj(t)>0{µij − maxk≠jµik |µij> 0} 

/that is, a call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple matching groups are free will 
be routed to a matching agent group that has the highest relative service rate for that call type/ 
 
(4) Highest Service Time Highest Service Time Highest Service Time Highest Service Time First (HSTF):First (HSTF):First (HSTF):First (HSTF): A call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple 
matching groups are free will be routed to a matching agent group that has the highest Service Time for that 
call type. 
Let Qi(t) represents the number of type i customers waiting for service at time t and 
Let fj(t) be the number of available agents of type j who are free at time t,  
Where 0 ≤fj (t) ≤nj , for all j, t. 
Let Multiple call types be indexed by i = 1, 2 ...I and  
Let Multiple agent groups be indexed by j = 1, 2 ...J.  
Calls of type i arrive at a rate of ٨iiii. 
There are nj agents in group j, with njεZ+  

Each agent in group j serves call type i with rate µij 
/Here we allow agents to be trained to handle only a subset of all the call types/ 
If agent group j is not capable of handling call type I then µij= 0  
When µij> 0 we say there is a “match” between call type i and agent group  

/In addition, we assume independent of past history/  
Each agent of group j has a resolution probability for each call of type i of pijε[0, 1]. 
When an agent of group j becomes free, select a call of matching type i,  
Where i = argmaxi:Qi(t)>0{pijµij |µij> 0}; 

/that is, an agent coming free will choose the matching call type for which she has the highest 
effective service rate/ 
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Similarly, if an arriving call of type i find no calls of that type waiting for service and agents of one or more 
matching groups available select a matching agent group j 
Where j = argmaxj:fj(t)>0{pijµij |µij> 0} 

/that is, a call of a particular type that arrives when agents of multiple matching groups are free will 
be routed to a matching agent group that has the highest effective service rate for that call type/ 
    
4.4.4.4.    SIMULATION PLATFORMSIMULATION PLATFORMSIMULATION PLATFORMSIMULATION PLATFORM    
 
The simulation platform consists of a collection of programs that invoke the simulation library. The library 
contains all the functionality required to run complex discrete-event simulations of contact centre.  
Following every service event, the program generates a uniform random variable and compares it to the 
agent’s Average Speed for Answer to determine if dropped calls dues to undue waiting on the queue.  The 
input data in Table 1, shows the various service type, number of calls offered, analysis of the number of 
calls answered, abandoned, average speed of answer, average talk duration and other report from the calls 
offered. 
 
Simulation run length: Simulation run length: Simulation run length: Simulation run length: For each of the rules described, we simulated for 2000 calls for a period of one (1) 
hour for some realizations 
 
Table Table Table Table 1111::::    IIIInput call type data for simulationnput call type data for simulationnput call type data for simulationnput call type data for simulation    
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4.4.4.4.1111    Implementation InterfaceImplementation InterfaceImplementation InterfaceImplementation Interface 
A standalone application was developed using Java libraries.  The screenshots showing the simulation 
processes developed in the Java program are shown in Figures 4 – 7 in the Appendix. 
    
5.5.5.5.    RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONRESULTS AND DISCUSSIONRESULTS AND DISCUSSIONRESULTS AND DISCUSSION    
 
The simulation process and a comparative analysis was conducted for the four routing rules to determine 
the optimal rule that will give the lowest ASA for queue reduction in call center.  Table 2 presents the result 
for various waiting-time oriented routing rules as well as the benchmark FCFS/LW FCFS/LW FCFS/LW FCFS/LW rule.  
 
TableTableTableTable    2222: Weighted Average Results for evaluation obtained from simulation Analysis: Weighted Average Results for evaluation obtained from simulation Analysis: Weighted Average Results for evaluation obtained from simulation Analysis: Weighted Average Results for evaluation obtained from simulation Analysis    
ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING RULERULERULERULE    ASA (seconds)ASA (seconds)ASA (seconds)ASA (seconds)    CALL BACKSCALL BACKSCALL BACKSCALL BACKS    % Call backs% Call backs% Call backs% Call backs    

FCFS/LW 47 0.124444444 20.74074074 
FCF 36 0.088055556 14.67592593 
SSTF 28 0.018055556 3.009259259 
HSTF  95 0.203333333 33.88888889 
 
While each of the waiting-time rules results in significantly lower ASA values than the FCFS/LW FCFS/LW FCFS/LW FCFS/LW value 
except for HSTFHSTFHSTFHSTF    (95) (95) (95) (95) seconds. SSTF has the lowest ASA of (28) seconds, this makes it the optimal rule 
among the waiting time oriented routing rule. The focus of the FCFS/LWFCFS/LWFCFS/LWFCFS/LW rule is clearly on getting calls out 
of the system as quickly as possible though not as fast as FCF and SSTF, which translates to a significant gap 
in customer satisfaction and loyalty. We note that the higher the ASA rate the more it is reflected in an 
increase in system congestion that drives up the mean waiting time under the FCFS/LWFCFS/LWFCFS/LWFCFS/LW rule.   
 
The graph in Figure 8 expresses the result for ASA for each of the waiting time routing rule. From the result 
of the simulation analysis SSTF routing has ASA of 28 seconds which implies that SSTF performed 
optimally than other rules, having the lowest waiting time on the queue. 
 

 
    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 8888: : : : Weighted Average Results Weighted Average Results Weighted Average Results Weighted Average Results for evaluation obtained from simulation Analysisfor evaluation obtained from simulation Analysisfor evaluation obtained from simulation Analysisfor evaluation obtained from simulation Analysis    
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6. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE6. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE6. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE6. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE    
 
This paper has expanded the frontiers of knowledge because the result from the simulation conducted 
shows a significant shift in paradigm. Basically queuing system usually follow a FCFS/LW pattern, the FCFS 
routing  rule    remove calls from the queue as soon as possible. The Shortest Service Time First (SSTF) does 
not only handle queue reduction but particularly, considers the highest relative service rate of an agent for a 
particular call type. When the service rate (m) is relatively high, the queue in call centre will be reduced 
faster than any other routing rule. Therefore, we propose a more effective and optimal routing rule for call 
centre management. 
    
7.7.7.7.    CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    
 
From literature it has been established that call center generally experience enormous queues this is largely 
depending on the nature of service deployed by the call center. The type of routing rules used by the call 
center is also a major factor that impacts on the nature of the services delivered. Hence, this study 
conducted a comparative analysis of existing routing rule for waiting time routing rule to determine which 
performs optimally. A collection of JAVA program was deployed to conduct the experiment,  java programs 
was written for each of the four routing rule and data collected from Global communication call center was 
used to carry out the simulation analysis. The result from the simulation shows that SSTF routing rule is the 
optimal rule for reduction of queue in call center operations.  While there has been a significant amount of 
research on skill-based routing and agent pooling, to our knowledge this research has not considered the 
impact of such rules on ASA rates when different agent groups have different Average Handling Time 
(AHT), this can therefore be a further call for research in this domain.  
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APPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIX    
Screenshots of Simulation ProcessScreenshots of Simulation ProcessScreenshots of Simulation ProcessScreenshots of Simulation Process    

    

    
    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444: : : : Screen shot of simulation Screen shot of simulation Screen shot of simulation Screen shot of simulation analysis analysis analysis analysis usingusingusingusing::::    First First First First ComeComeComeCome    First Serve RoutingFirst Serve RoutingFirst Serve RoutingFirst Serve Routing    RuleRuleRuleRule    
 

 
    

FigureFigureFigureFigure    5555::::    Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of simulation simulation simulation simulation analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis    using Fastest Call First Routingusing Fastest Call First Routingusing Fastest Call First Routingusing Fastest Call First Routing    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666: : : : Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of simulation simulation simulation simulation analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis    using shortest service time routingusing shortest service time routingusing shortest service time routingusing shortest service time routing    
    

 
    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 7777: : : : Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of Screen shot of simulation simulation simulation simulation analysis analysis analysis analysis using Highest Service Time First Routingusing Highest Service Time First Routingusing Highest Service Time First Routingusing Highest Service Time First Routing    


